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FOREST NEWS
Old Ham Entrance
At long last the entrance has been repaired and is now in a much more stable condition . However a watch
will have to be on its condition as the entrance gets a fair hammering during the year .
A New Short Cut
Mike Howell and Phil Schwarz Have been busy again , this time in Old Ham . Searching the area near the
entrance they have opened up a route which by-passes Balcony Passage . It is found by turning left just
after the holes in the floor near the top of the steps at the beginning of the passage leading to ‘ The Sword
of Damocles ‘
The fall that Mike and Phil Dug through to make the connection still needs a little tidying before general
use.
Hawthorns Wood Swallet
Recent floods have cleared the entrance of silt and it is possible that it could be reopened without too much
trouble . If it was it would pay to make a proper job of the entrance , there’s a fine rift below well worth
recovering .
Yew Tree Pit
It is hoped to do a proper survey of the workings , so far discovered in the near future , The main object
being to pinpoint the exact position of the lower drivage .
Before this happens a days work is needed on the dig which connects the mine with Old Ham . Any handy
pieces of timber would be appreciated .
Additions to the Library
Ten Years Underground . Casteret .
<ore Years Underground . Casteret.
Descent No 22 . Aug / Sept 1972
CRG Transactions Vol 14 No 4 . Nov 1972
CRG News Letters No’s 130 and 131.
The British Caver Vol 59 . July 1972 .
Plymouth Caving Group News Letters No’s 46 47 48 .
Orpheus Caving Group News Letters Vol 18 No’s 7, 8, 9, 10 .
BSA Bulletins New Series No 7, 8 .
DCA News Letter No 15 .
Aqua-Equipment Catalogue .
Glos Speleological Society News Letters for Nov , Dec , 1972 and January 1973 .
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TRIPS

4th March - Caving in the Neath Valley .
21st March - Symonds Yat area , Diggers Hole and Ladypark Iron Mine .
23rd / 25th March - South Wales Weekend .
15th April - Aggen Alwedd the round trip if it is open .
18th April - Aggen Alwedd again .
20th to 25th April - (Easter ) Camping on the Gower , Caves - Llethryd and Tooth .
10th June - ( Weekend ) Yorkshire , Camping at Horten in Riblesdale caves - Marble Steps and Low Duck
.
13th / 14th October - Yorkshire - Pippiken Pot on the Saturday , Poole Sink Eastgill on Sunday .

NEW MEMBERS
Colin Mellor
22 North Road
Broadwell
Coleford
Glos

Allan Marriott
26 Wye Street
Ross on Wye
Herefordshire

Dave Tuffely
1 Parks Road
Mitcheldean
Glos

Welcome to the club .

WHO’S - WHO
Who’s got a good nose for porn ?
Who ventured out of the Forest and found that he enjoyed the outside world ?
Who’s been pulling ‘ knobs and things ‘ in her Land Rover ?

NIFE CELLS
So far we have not had much success in tracing these ex NCB cells . Two - Cell NIFE’s are for sale
through DCA at £ 4 each , no three - cells have been heard of .

AMMO BOXES
These are now quite difficult to get hold of and prices have risen , but there is a scrap yard in Ross which
may still have a few , the Ed will have a scrounge around .
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THE OLD BOW TO HAM THROUGH TRIP SURVEY
History of Exploration
Cavers began to visit Ham and Bow in the late 1950’s and for many years they were thought of as two
distinct and separate systems . In the mid 1960’s it was appreciated that there was another mine ,
Lambsquay Iron Mine , between the two as shown on plans in the Gavelers Office . But no open entrances
could be found .
By the late 1960’s a hand full of local cavers had found their way from Old Bow to a distant chamber
known as ‘ St Pauls ‘ . Due to the exceedingly complex route to reach it few explorers knew where it was
in relation to the surface , In 1970 Messrs Bailey and Symour turned their attention to this area in an
attempt to get down dip towards the Easter workings . Needless to say they had a good idea of where they
were and to prove it they worked up dip following draughts , eventually a glimpse of daylight was seen and
they dug through and were thus responsible for opening and exploring Lambsquay Iron Mine .
Once this was done everyone could tell where they were in relation to the surface . Efforts were then
expanded by the Baileys and others to try and connect Lambsquay to Ham , particularly near the out - crop.
A few hundred feet of very ancient mine , well decorated with stal and containing a hearth and several good
relics were found . These workings lead to the base of a small surface shaft by which this area of mine was
evidently worked . The through route was eventually found on the 6th December 1972 .

THE SURVEY

Tony Day surveyed from Old Ham Land Pit to New Dunn Bottom , along 2nd landing to the Easter dig and
also to the Yew Tree Pit dig over the period 1963 to 1970 . Using the precision of his profession , Tony
produced a survey of extreme accuracy . This was achieved by a tripod mounted compass and clinometer ,
taking both forward and back readings .
Plotting was done by coordinates and much background work was done in double checking etc , to Tony’s
credit he had no mis-closures between landmarks and his survey can be regarded as exceedingly reliable .
We wanted to survey the through trip to Tony’s accuracy but did have the necessary time available .
Bearings were taken using a liquid filled Saunto compass read to half a degree . Spotlight targets were
used to sight on and form .
When passage geography made compass reading difficult a plum line was hung and forward and reverse
bearings were taken on it . We found this reduced errors a great deal and accounted for the accuracy of
Lambsquay Mine , compared with Pop Rock to St Pauls .
Distances were taken with a metal reinforced tape read and plotted to the nearest foot . Inclinations were
ignored because one travels fairly horizontally from Pop Rock via St Pauls to the bottom of the spiral in
Bow . From St Pauls to Lambsquay entrance or the spiral to Bow entrance one travels up dip of about 6 to
10 degrees .

CONT.
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By ignoring inclination, one would expect these two sections to be on paper only by a few feet, than they
actually are .
A method of surveying such as this is bound to build up cumulative errors and the end result would not be
reliable . Further more without inclination readings no depths would be known . These two problems were
overcome by using I J Standings electro magnetic induction locating device ( EMIL ) With EMIL it is
possible to trnsmit underground and locate the point with extreme accuracy on the surface . EMIL also
allows depths to be calculated to plus or minus ten feet .
The small plan shows the points located with EMIL , the actual transmitting points being at the tips of the
arrows .
The depths below surface are as follows :1
Chamber in Bow - 67ft
2
Brick Wall Chamber - 79ft
3
Bottom of Spiral - 137ft plus or minus 7ft
4
St Pauls - 157ft
5
South of Ham Boulder Choke - 130ft
6
Cracked Floor Chamber - Lambs quay - 56.5ft

PLOTTING AND ERRORS
A large scale map was plotted on graph paper using a protractor and rule to a scale of 50ft to the inch .
This large scale plan shows passage detail not visible on the reduced published version , and details of
permanent and temporary survey stations .
The 1:2500 reduction was done by laying down base lines to a grid system on the large scale plan , and
measuring coordinates for each survey station on it . These were then plotted at 1:2500.
The EMIL points on the surface and also the entrance were plotted on the 25” map using a tripod mounted
Sauntto compass on three prominent local landmarks . By super imposition it was immediately obvious
where the errors lay . We had surveyed from St Pauls to a point about 60ft of its true position ,
representing an error of five percent . This error was shared out between Cairn Climb and St Pauls .
Errors also occurred from St Pauls to Bow entrance as our survey put Bow entrance 30ft west of its true
position . This meant that errors between Ham and Bow had tended to cancel each other out , a forceful
reminder that even if you survey spot on to a known landmark nothing can be guaranteed about the bits
between .
By pacing St Pauls in its true position it was possible to see an error of 30ft to the south west . This error
was shared out between St Pauls and Bow entrance . The error was 2 ½ %.
St Pauls to Lambsquay which was the final surveying we did , showed no discernible errors .
The errors we did find came from many sources . A hand held compass is probably less important than the
person reading it and the passage geography . Plotting distances to the nearest foot will also contribute as
will the plotting itself particularly at the scale of 1:2500 . Over 150 survey stations one or two writing
down errors are bound to occur , and the lack of clinometer readings will also contribute .
Never the less as P O’Reilly showed in OFD very high degrees of accuracy can be achieved using fast and
simple techniques .
Cont.
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For my own opinion ( I J S ) on accuracy here I would say that the 1:2500 is about as accurate as can be
achieved , bearing in passages are in fact only 3ft wide. Churn shapes and walls were all surveyed in
except the long churn leading from Ham .
Helpers :John Court and Rose Buckley each helped underground with the survey on one trip . No one has seen Rose
since . John Court gave valuable assistance on the surface when EMIL was in use , and fixed all the points
. Sue Clark and Daphne Hay gave help to him . To all grateful thanks .
Afterthoughts
We surveyed from Pop Rock to St Pauls to Bow and from St Pauls to Lambs quay . If I were doing it again
I would start at Pop Rock and at Lambsquay and Bow entrances to converge each time at St Pauls .
Distances
Pop Rock to St Pauls - 1336ft
St Pauls to Bow entrance - 1402ft
St Pauls to Lambsquay 767ft
Total - 3505ft .

I J Standing .

The maps on the next two pages should really be one , but were to big to be scanned in as one.
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VISIT TO G.B CAVE - CHARTERHOUSE ON MENDIP

On Sunday 14th January 1973 a party consisting of John Elliott ( leader ) John and Di Court Heather
Macdonald , Gordon Birch , Collin Mellor and myself , Chris Clark , trod the dark sod of the Mendips to
visit G.B ( dry ) ? Cave . Unfortunately we had left Houndini behind and had difficulty opening the strong
room door of the entrance , however after much deliberation , cussing and rearrangement of the bones of
his arm , our illustrious ( this a dry cave ! ) leader opened it .
Having gained entry we started our ( dry ) trip , with everybody scudding off in all directions , our leader
being left to lock the door . At a point when a choice of direction was obvious we waited for hi m , to be
shown the dry !! Route , a delightful little squeeze rather full of water ! Dry cave !! ? We therefore carried
on in the opposite direction through Devils Elbow section , at which point I , being rather large got rather
wet , as did some others ! But with great glee and burning ears our leader took us on , through the Gorge
and on to the start of the Main Chamber , there from the bridge the spectacle began .
In Main Chamber the flowstone and stalagmites were very impressive , like huge church organ lofts eighty
to one hundred feet high . At this point a searchlight or magnesium strip would have been useful , as our
combined light didn’t do justice to the scene , huge curtains which must have been ten feet high four feet
wide hung from the walls but were too high to appreciate properly . Both sides of the chamber are covered
with formations , very beautiful . Much of the lower portions have been damaged by fools .
From the Main Chamber we made tracks , via a twenty foot one ladder pitch , which at one time was
permanently laddered but was dismantled in an effort to stop the fool destructionists , to the Great Chamber
, through Ladder Dig Passage to Helictite Chamber . During the crawl between the Main Chamber and
Helictite Chamber, will be found two stalagmites rising about six to eight inches from the floor of approx
five inches circumference , about which the foul minds of Gordon , Di and myself , bandied much ribald
comment and vulgar suggestions ! On reaching Boulder Chamber our attempts to find the entrance to the
Great Chamber were thwarted by recent falls .
We returned taking our time and soaking up the sights . It was noted by John Court that the noises created
by the stream in the Main Chamber outstripped the size of the stream - puzzle . On the return journey I
crossed the Bridge to the Gallery continuing up White Gallery through the art Gallery , the whole area is
solid calcite with many beautiful formations . I think it’s a shame that the rest of the party didn’t see it but
time was pressing .
We returned via that delightful little squeeze mentioned at the start , which we baled out thanks to the
bucket provided . The squeeze was situated about twelve feet up in a small chamber and we had great fun ,
as we were near the exit , trying to soak the members of the party below , missing most but making up by
getting two direct hits on Di . HA HA ! After bailing John E slipped through I followed with the
assistance of a pull from the front and managed to completely dry the squeeze for the rest of the party who
all slipped through fairly easily .
We reached the surface in good spirits , on to the now very cold and windswept sod of the Mendips .
Underground 4 ½ - 5 hrs , an enjoyable slow trip .

Chris Clark.
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EASTERN CAVERN TRIP
Our Wednesday evening trip to Easternwater proved to be a great success and a good time was had by all .
The party consisted of Daph , Colin Clements ( Our chauffeur ) John Elliott ( Our guide ) Tony Allen and
myself and Roger Solari who we met there .
After a bit of searching we eventually found the farm whose land the cave is on and paid our dues . The
farmers wife was very obliging in allowing us to use a farm building in which to change this was very
welcome as it was very cold and windy that night .
We entered the cave at about 9.30pm nearly too quickly for my liking as I tripped at the top of the gully at
the entrance and nearly finished up in the cave head first .
On entering we found our way through the boulder ruckle , which is 60ft deep , quite easily as it is waymarked . It spoils the fun somewhat but I think it is necessary as the ruckle is extremely unstable . We
then went by the 300 way , across the traverse which is rather tricky , it is a steeply angled bedding plane
about 18 inches high at the start narrowing to about 9 inches high at the other end and very smooth black
rock .
Daph had great difficulty here as being smaller than the rest of us she could not keep herself near the top as
was needed . Twice she slid to the bottom and had to be pulled up again , because once at the bottom one
was helpless to climb back as there were no foot or handholds whatsoever . Of course I must say after
crossing the traverse our trusty guide decided that we had come the wrong way , so back again we went to
find it was right after all . The rest of the way was quite easy . Bakers Chimney is quite a squeeze but is
more of a problem coming back up again . The bottom of the Chimney brings you to the top of the canyon
which is very interesting as it has been gouged out by water and the sides are very smooth .
There are some good slides as one goes down , at the bottom is the crossroads , and there is a real road sign
there to tell you that it is the crossroads .
From there we took the Two Verticals route , the first vertical is reached by a narrow passage and has a
pitch of some 25ft . By this time it was getting fairly late so John and Daph volunteered to stay at the top ,
so four of us went down . It was very tricky as there was a further pitch of 30ft right below the passage to
the second vertical was rather narrow and wet and about 40ft long . The second vertical was about the
same depth as the first , what it was like at the bottom I do not know as only Roger and Tony went down
this pitch , but from what I can gather it was getting very wet .
The return trip was uneventful and we emerged back at the surface a little after 1.00am . We then made a
hasty retreat back to the Butchers only to find that they had just closed .

Colin Mellor .
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29th December 1972

BIRKS FELL CAVE - YORKSHIRE

After a long drive up a very foggy motorway , Roger Solari and myself settled ourselves in with BUSS as
guests of the Bradford Pothole Club in their very pleasant little cottage near Horten - in - Ribblesdale .
Saturday morning was sunny and warm and reluctantly we negotiated many narrow lanes for an hour until
we reached Upper Warfdale where lies Birks Fell Cave .
Once settled in the local car park we began to change . One stalwart member of BUSS eyeing an ominous
pile of ladders asked Roger if he was intending to bottom the cave . Now me knowing the caves reputation
for being one of the hardest caves in the north was about to speak but Roger got there first , “ course we
are” he replied obviously ignoring the fact that it was 2 miles long and 456ft deep and also we didn’t know
where the entrance was . The effect was most interesting , seen cavers got up and ran for the nearest pub
leaving three idiots staring at Roger stupidly .
The sun must have been very hot for the next thing I remember is struggling up a very steep hill in a
wetsuit and laden with ladder ! After about a mile when I was just about to think life was worth living again
, an entrance was found into which a stream flowed . Even worse we were entering and before I could react
I was squirming in water which was cold . However a pleasant stream way followed and perhaps , I
thought this cave isn’t as hard as one thinks . However after 750ft things changed . A very low bedding
with more than its fair share of icy water was followed all to soon by a very low canal . It was hear in 1968
that the cave was extended dramatically . Some silly sod obviously with better wet suit than mine pushed
through a slot and even worse an even sillier sod was now trying to repeat his trick .
The first pitch 28ft was bypassed by jumping across it and chimneying down in the water . Solari didn’t
want to leave a ladder “ cos we wouldn’t nave much to carry see ! “ No well I didn’t think it was a great
idea either .
Now the rest of the cave does remain a bit muddled . A lot boulders , many crawls mostly in water . Some
larger boulder chambers and a choke which we explored thoroughly , thereby proving it wasn’t the way on
. The stream way we were following basically was not easy but one section of superb cascades remains in
my mind , also an abundance of formations was most agreeable to the eye . Somewhere we descended an
18ft cascade and boy was it wet . Roger allowed us to use a ladder on this however .
Soon a superb stream way was reached with fine calcite strewn boulders , enjoyable except for the deeper
water . I was still cold . Zig Zag bend was reached , a prominent point Roger informed us , apparently the
rotten cave got harder . Here I decided to leave the ladder for the first pitch seemed as good a place as any .
Some wet crawling followed in shale and when it got larger it was no easier because the boulder strewn
floor was very slippery . Descending a pleasant cascade the water disappeared down a big black hole .
Although this was only a 45ft pitch it was one of the wettest that I have ever seen . A vague memory of
standing on a ledge with water cascading all around and trying to sort out a tangled ladder to send it on
down still remains with me an I try to forget the shivering at the bottom while waiting for the others .
From here some pleasant traversing led off and then we lost the stream . Some smaller passages led on and
some rotten Dowber - Gill type traverse , tight and thrutchy . A climb was eventually found leading to a
small tube . How long I lay in this I don’t know , listening to the pleasant sounds of cursing . What was it
all about I wanted to know . My turn came and an extremely tight tube led straight out onto the last pitch
of 25ft . Due to Solari’s fantastic ladder rigging it couldn’t be reached until one fell out of the hole . A
headfirst plunge was somehow averted .
Back in the stream we continued until descending water and lowering headroom forced lamentations from
my throat . The sump was reached after traversing in deep water and through convulsions one couldn’t
help but feel a little satisfied . Theoretically I thought one should feel like a mountaineer who has just
conquered his peak but even with an imagination like mine I couldn’t picture Don Williams standing on
Everest up to his neck in water.
Cont.
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Oh well back the way we had come . Sounded easy enough and it was really except that half of the time
we couldn’t find the way and I’m sure we saw another half of the cave . We caught the others up going out
having reached Zig - Zag corner .
By devious means we got past them and continued still getting regularly lost . On the first pitch we decided
to rig something as the climb out was difficult . I left the rope on the climb and Roger laddered the pitch ,
god knows which they used .
The next reasonable memory is sitting in the nearest pub swigging ale . It had been a superb 9 hour trip and
a fine end to 1972.

John Elliott .
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